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PREFACE 
Awareness in the field of environment is now a cosmopolitan

prattle. People worldwide are ignoring the stench of the
polluted and resources-depleted tomorrow. Careful handling of

todays' environment would only serve as a legacy for
tomorrows' generation. Hence, we need to be judicious in
exploiting our resources optimally. To ensure sustainable

development we need to know something about how our
environment works and the practices one can indulge in to

achieve the targeted development. This magazine is composed
of writings intended to bring about an awareness of

environmental concerns at a community scale. It attempts to
create a pro-environmental attitude and a behavioural pattern

in society that is based on creating sustainable lifestyles. 
 

Nonetheless, any writings from a magazine cannot be expected
to achieve a total alteration in society. Alteration in one's

behaviour can never be forced. It is self-powered. Likewise, the
magazine aims at inspiring any individual who happens to

witness our progressive mindset and our achievement towards
creating a sustainable future.

The Eco Club would like to thank the faculty members and the
students who have evinced interest in the magazine by

contributing creatively and participating in various activities
enthusiastically. 

 
We would like to thank everyone who supported us in

completing this forth edition of our e-magazine including
Faculty Members, Eco Club core committee members and

everyone. We have been able to put up so much effort because
of everyone's guidance and support. This wouldn't have been

possible without you all. 
 
 



PREFACE 
We, Eco-club committee members, express our deep sense of

gratitude to the Principal, Dr. Neeraj Priya for giving us an
opportunity to bring out the magazine. We are also grateful

to our Eco- Club Coordinators, Dr. Arti Bhatnagar and Ms.
Neha Madan for their constant encouragement and support

in our endeavour to bring out the magazine. We are also
thankful to our colleagues for their cooperation. We strongly
hope that the magazine will be received well by one and all.

 

Student Editor
Eco-Club
Arushi anand (2021-2023)
Himanshi (2021-2023)



A MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL MA'AM

Dear GRDCEian,

Today's time is very crucial for our 
Mother Earth. We have globally encroached
it for self interest, that's why to protect it, the concept of
ECO-CLUB came into existence. To save our Earth and our
future generation, it was realized that young birds be
involved in the task of conserving and protecting our Mother
Nature.
Hence, Educational Institution mainly at school level and its
students are assigned the duty of promoting green ambience
and creating mass environmental awareness through
different Eco-friendly activities duly organized time to time. 
Guru Ram Dass College of Education is also one of the
institution, which realizing its double duty (as we are
preparing future teachers), established Eco club in our
college. I feel proud that our Eco-club Incharges Dr Arti
Bhatnagar and Ms. Neha Madan are doing great job along
with their students in promoting and protecting our
Environment to make our future safe.
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We were given the chance to
 lead the SANSRUTI editorial 
team a few months ago, and we 
haven't regretted a second of it. 
We had the opportunity to engage 
with the teacher- students.

SANSRUTI was published to exhibit our students'
ingenuity and engagement in various activities
throughout the session. We are honored to present you
the third edition of SANSRUTI, which had the theme
"Restore, Reimagine, and Recreation" as its focus.
The sincere efforts put in by our editors, digital
designer, photographers, students and teacher
coordinators have played a huge part in making this
magazine possible. We hope that you, the readers, enjoy
reading it as much as we enjoyed working on it.    

   - Arushi Anand and Himanshi (2021-2023)
      (Student Editor)

Message from
student editors



THEME

 
This year's World Environment Day is ironic because the

Stockholm Conference's theme, "Only One Earth," was the same
as it was 50 years ago. The ‘Only One Earth’ theme focuses on

“Living Sustainably in Harmony with Nature,” as it calls
for collective, transformative action on a global scale to celebrate,

protect and restore our planet. It emphasises the necessity of
resetting the equilibrium with nature through radical adjustments.

 
 The significance of the theme has not changed throughout time.

The slogan does stress that Earth is still the only livable planet we
have and that we should work for transformative changes that

will restore the harmony between humans and the natural world
and lead to a better future for everybody.

 
The UN Environment Programme emphasizes that transformations

toward a sustainable system must be accessible and open to
individuals and their daily lifestyles. This means aligning decisions
on how to live in cities, in homes, how and where to invest money,
all the way to how individuals have fun and spend their free time.

 
"This movement that began in 1972 stands at a critical juncture

today. It’s now or never. Because we are one people and we have
only one earth. We have only one home. And that is worth

standing up for," Inger Andersen(Under-Secretary-General of the
United Nations and Executive Director of the United Nations

Environment Programme) said in her message.
 
 

"Live Sustainably in Harmony with Nature”
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WORLD  
ENVIRONMENT DAY
In 1972, United Nation General
Assembly designated 5th June as
World Environment Day (WED).
The first celebration, under the
slogan “Only One Earth” took
place in 1974. In the following
years, WED has developed as a
platform to raise awareness on
the problems our environment is
facing such as air pollution,
plastic pollution, illegal wildlife
trade, sustainable consumption,
sea-level increase, and food
security, among others.
Furthermore, WED helps drive
change in consumption patterns
and in national and international
environmental policy. 
It is very important to mention
that India has hosted WED in 2011
and 2018.
Every year WED is celebrated
under a specific theme such as
“For Life on Earth”, “Time for
Nature”, “Forests: Nature at your
Service” etc. And it is a
coincidence that this year, World
Environment Day 2022 under the
same theme 'Only One Earth'
which was used in 1974 as well
and is being hosted by Sweden.



 The WED 2022 campaign calls for collective, transformative action on a
global scale to celebrate, protect and restore our planet.
Environment plays an important role in survival of living beings and the
existence of life on earth. But without understanding the importance of the
environment, humans are destroying it. Now almost every element of the
environment like air, water, and soil is polluted due to human activities. For
our development, humans are sacrificing the irreplaceable environment and
unknowingly they are inviting and have already invited several diseases and
natural disasters.
Environmental Pollution is directly and indirectly harming the human kind and
all other life forms on earth. For the sake of the environment, mankind must
take extra care.

Reuse, Reduce, and Recycle are the three
main things that everyone must focus on to
protect the environment. Believe it that these
small efforts in line with tree plantation, can
put a huge constructive impact on the
environment. 
Earth's natural systems cannot keep up with
our demands. This not only hurts the Earth,
but us too. . We must go from harming the
planet to healing it.
We can and we will.

ARUSHI ANAND
(2ND YEAR)



We all are aware that World Environment Day is the biggest awareness
campaign launched by the United Nations in the early 70s which is
celebrated across the world on June 5 every year to cherish the nature
that’s around us.

To join hands in this campaign Eco club “VASUDHA” of GRDCE organized
celebration of Environment Day 2022 with cooperation and coordination
of all members of GRDCE family as a collective action through which
attempt was being made to create awareness for transformative
environmental change we need, so we can advance to a more sustainable
and just Earth, where everyone can flourish.
Plan of action included numerous activities from 1stJune to 5th June 2022
through which an effort was made to preserve and conserve our planet
earth and make it a pleasant place...

Focus of Environment Week at GRDCE was on “Combating Noise pollution
and Preserving, Nurturing and conserving only one Earth”.

In our college we have four houses namely Mata Sulakhani Ji House , Mata
Khivi Ji House , Mata Mansa Ji House and Mata Bhani Ji House and in each
house there are 25 students and two teacher coordinators . Many of the
activities mentionedabove were conducted as INTER HOUSE
COMPETITION.
Hence with cooperation of all house members activities were conducted
as per the schedule. From the first day all the house members
participated with zeal and enthusiasm.

World
Environment Day

2022 
in GRDCE



Rangoli Making: Alpana
Inter House Rangoli competition was organized on the

theme emphasizing on creating sensitization of learners
about environment. The main themes were Only one

Earth., Nature: Beauty of Earth and Noise Pollution-Free
Earth.

The pattern of Rangoli adopted was Alpana use of natural
colours was main criteria. Maximum participation was

observed in this activity.











World
Environment Day

2022 
in GRDCE



World
Environment Day

2022 
in GRDCE

The Day was celebrated in
GRDCE campus in the presence
of our esteemed Principal
Ma'am Dr. Neeraj Priya and
attended by all the students and
faculty members.

Eco Club student
coordinator
represented

Recycled Paper plant
pot with sapling as a

symbol of Green
Environment.



World
Environment Day

2022 
in GRDCE

Arushi Anand 
(Eco- club coordinator)

Shubhi Arora
(Eco-club Member)

Rangoli Exhibition 



Multi Media presentation was prepared and
presented by all of the four houses on the themes

Combating Noise pollution, Preserving,
Nurturing and conserving only one Earth. All the

houses presented multimedia presentations
emphasizing on impact of noise pollution and

damage which human being is continuing with
only one Earth. Presentation covered latest
statistics figure, self prepared videos which
spread wave for protecting our “ONLY ONE

EARTH”. 
 

The presentations were appreciated by all
viewers as they touch inner spirit and shaken

everyone to take a pledge as a responsible citizen
to protect our ONLY ONE EARTH!!

Multi Media 
Presentations



Multi Media 
Presentations

 
Though all houses presented in enthusiastic

manner but presentation by House no 3 Mata
Mansa Ji was selected for the first position for

theme Preserving, Nurturing and conserving only
one Earth.

 
House no 4 Mata Bhani Ji for the theme

Combating Noise pollution was selected.
 

From Right to left:
Shubham Bhatnagar

& Aishwarya 
(Mata Mansa ji 

House Coordinators)
 

Neha Pathania
&

Tanya Sharma
(Mata Bhani Ji 

House Coordinator)



Multi Media 
Presentations



 
 

ONE ACT: 

ONLY ONE EARTH!!

One act team of GRDCE presented self scripted act
representing need for Preserving, Nurturing and

conserving only one Earth and need for Noise pollution
free Earth. In an act beam of light was thrown on present

status of earth and status of earth in previous years.
Through conversation of dialogues in act it was being

reflected that there is utmost need to conserve our earth
for sustaining life eon the earth. Human being need to
put on pause to its selfishactivities if we want our only

earth to be preserve and conserve.



 
 ONE ACT: ONLY ONE EARTH!!



DANCE and NATURE

Students of Dance Team of GRDCE presentedself choreographed
dance to emphasize the need to stop cruelty against our only one

Earth. All the performers caught the attention of viewers and made
them to realize that it’s an alarming stage now when human being

need to prioritize what is more significant to lead healthy life it’s our
pure Nature or Industrious world which we have created. the

presentation was appreciated by all strong vibrations were aroused
everywhere to Preserve conserveONLY ONE EARTH !!

 



DANCE and NATURE



THOUGHT
EXPRESSIONS 

POEMS, ESSAY
AND FACTS

Eco club also conducted Thought Expression activity

through which students of all houseswere given an

opportunity to express their feelings on the theme

"Conservation of Environment through"Re-imagination.

Recreation and Restoration- Waste Recycling" and

upload their write ups on Google Classroom. Numerous

write ups were received and GRDCE creatures wrote

self composed poems and articles, from all the houses



POEMS BY 
STUDENTS
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POEMS BY 
STUDENTS



ESSAY BY 
STUDENTS
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ESSAY BY STUDENTS



OBSERVANCE
OF 

THE WORLD
SITS QUIET AS IF

SIGHING AND
TAKING A LONG
INHALE AFTER

WHAT SEEMED
LIKE FOREVER

WITH MANKIND
AND THE NOISE

POLLUTION. -
TARA BROWN

 

Everyone is well aware of the fact that
one of the adverse forms of pollution is

Noise Pollution. Eco club of GRDCE
through an activity on observation of
silence Zone conveyed message that
how much disturbance we cause to

environment and our only one Earth.
A pledge was taken by all to make

earth noise Pollution free
 

Silence Zone



WORLD OZONE DAY
 16, September

2022
World Ozone Day, observed every year on

September 16, is also known as the International
Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer. The

ozone layer is a region of the earth’s stratosphere
absorbing most of the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation

but its depleting, to ensure sustainability on earth
its protection is our duty. 

In perspective of this Eco Club Vasudha of GRDCE
is organizing a programme encompassing various

activities to sensitize students and make them
realize their role as human being to protect our

precious Ozone through Global Cooperation
Protecting Life on Earth. 

 



Article on
OZONE DAY

The International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer is
observed on 16 September every year. The day was created by the
United Nations in 1994 to raise awareness of the value of protecting the
layer that shields all life on the Earth from the harmful ultraviolet
radiations that are emitted by the sun.

This year the theme announced by the UN Environment Programme
for International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer 2022 is
‘Global Cooperation Protecting Life on Earth.’ The theme means that
more people will be able to access vital cooling technology without
further warming the planet. The Montreal Protocol’s influence is
recognized with this theme and brings to notice the ‘need to act in
collaboration, partnerships and develop global cooperation to address
climate challenges and protect life on earth for future generations.
16 September was designated as the International Day for the
Preservation of the Ozone Layer by the UN General Assembly in
December 1994. Since then the day has been observed with a focus on
creating awareness of the depleting condition of the Ozone layer. The
world celebrated the first International Day for the Preservation of the
Ozone Layer on 16 September 1995.

The ozone layer is a region of high ozone concentration in the
stratosphere, 15 to 35 kilometres above Earth's surface. The ozone layer
acts as an invisible shield and protects us from harmful ultraviolet (UV)
radiation from the sun. In particular, the ozone layer protects us from
the UV radiation, known as UV-B, which causes sunburn. Long-term
exposure to high levels of UV-B threatens human health and damages
most animals, plants and microbes, so the ozone layer protect.
ndia’s contribution to the Montreal Protocol in terms of policy
formulation is noteworthy, India has played a proactive role in the
phase-out of production and consumption of Ozone Depleting
Substances.



 This was stated by the Union Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate
Change and Labour and Employment Bhupendra Yadav at a programme
organized to observe the 28th World Ozone Day in Mumbai. Stating that the
world is facing climate crisis because of wasteful use of energy, the Minister
called for adopting the mantra of L.I.F.E (Lifestyle for Environment) which was
coined by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in line with the concept of
sustainable lifestyle, encouraging us to adopt mindful and not mindless
consumption and utilization of resources.

The slogan for this year's World Ozone Day is "Ozone for Life," which highlights
the importance of the ozone layer for the health and well-being of all living
organisms on our planet. The depletion of the ozone layer has not only led to
an increase in skin cancer and other health problems, but it has also had a
significant impact on ecosystems, including agriculture and marine life.
For example, increased UV radiation can reduce crop yields, affecting food
security and economic stability in many regions of the world. It can also lead
to damage to marine ecosystems, which can have cascading effects on the
food web, affecting fisheries and ultimately impacting human communities
that rely on these resources.

However, there is hope, Thanks to the Montreal Protocol, an international
agreement signed in 1987, the production and consumption of ozone-
depleting substances have been significantly reduced. As a result, the ozone
layer is now showing signs of recovery.
We must continue to promote the use of alternative technologies that do not
rely on ozone-depleting substances, support research into new, sustainable
solutions, and educate the public about the importance of protecting the
ozone layer.

In conclusion, World Ozone Day is an opportunity to raise awareness about the
importance of protecting the ozone layer and the role that each of us can play
in this effort. By working together, we can ensure that future generations will
continue to enjoy a healthy planet with a thriving ozone layer.

Arushi
2nd Year



WORLD OZONE DAY
 CELEBRATION IN GRDCE



WORLD OZONE DAY
 CELEBRATION IN GRDCE

 
A program with a variety of activities has been put together by the
Environmental Club Vasudha of the GRDCE to educate students and

help them understand their responsibility as humans to preserve our
precious ozone layer through global cooperation. .Plan of action will
include numerous activities through which an effort will be made to

preserve and conserve our Ozone: Protecting life on Earth and make it
a pleasant place 



Poem on Global Warming
and Ozone Layer

What is called 'Ozone Layer'?
It is our immediate space in the atmosphere.

 
From the surface of Earth about 12 to 30 miles up;

Where pure sunlight and Oxygen used to lump.
 

Now, the heat comes directly from the Sun;
Without any filtering. the heat has the reaction.

 
Heat makes life so uncomfortable to bear;

We, humans are destroying the ozone layer.
 

Nitrogen used to be made very natural;
All were OK then and in stable level.

 
Ozone layer protected us in a balanced way;

From cancer and ultra violate ray.
 

The ozone layer formed in millions of years;
But we are now in the mouth of horrible fears.

 
Ozone layer formed with sunlight and oxygen;

And adding with naturally made nitrogen.
We had protections from ultraviolet radiations;

But Chloroflurocarbons brought bad actions.
 

Now, ozone Layer is facing destructions;
The death alert has come for all living creations.

 
The corrupted layer is getting bigger;

It is hard for solar ray to properly enter.
 

Such causes severe heat and cancer;
It can finish the entire life ever and after.

 
Too many elements are causing the global warming;

We must be in the processes for such eliminating.
 

Why it's hard for some scientists and folks?
They with arrogance and refusal in their talks.

 
What is called the 'Ozone Layer'?

It is our immediate space in the atmosphere.
 

From the surface of Earth about 12 to 30 miles up;
Where sunlight and Oxygen used to lump.

Himanshi Sain
2nd Year



POEM

 Vishakha Karki
2nd Year



Thought Expressions
Articles and Poems

Himanshi  Sain
2nd Year



Thought Expressions
Articles and Poems

Aishwarya 
2nd year



Thought Expressions
Articles and Poems

Yashika Thakur
2nd Year



PLEDGE 



UPCOMING
EVENT

Theme sustainable Development:
Making Connections with Nature
Visit to Bio Diversity Park
Conference on Green
Environment 
Sahjyoga Workshop



THANK
YOU


